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Abstract — In different application areas Wireless sensor network (WSN) is used. But during data transmission in WSNs there are some intruders present who may attack data for their benefits. Therefore this may affect on the performance of WSN. In this paper, we discussed and compared the different mechanisms providing security in WSN.
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I. INTRODUCTION

WSN has sensor nodes which sense different environmental parameters such as temperature, pressure, pollution etc. and send the collected data to sink [1]. But while transmitting data before it reached at sink intruders may attack the data for their own benefits. Therefore this leads an inefficient WSN. To provide security in WSN, data encryption is an efficient technique as shown in fig 1.

Fig 1 Security in WSN using Encryption Technique

An outline of this paper is as follows. Section II presents the RELATED WORK. Section III presents comparison of protocols and section IV describes the conclusion of the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

2.1 A secure routing protocol for cluster based Wireless Sensor Networks using Group Key Management

In [2] authors proposed RLEACH protocol to provide security in LEACH [3] protocol by improving RPK (Random pair-wise Key) [4] scheme. In this protocol sensor nodes select keys randomly and share with their neighbors for secure connection. After sharing keys, cluster heads (CHs) are elected in similar way as in LEACH. But sensor nodes select their CH based on condition that CH has shared key. If there are many CHs who have shared key then sensor nodes select that CH which has more signal strength. Hence this protocol provides secure connection with-in cluster. Then CHs will send data to sink using TDMA schedule. After receiving data sink ensures if data is valid by seeing original key and ID of CHs.

2.2 On the Intruder Detection for sinkhole attack in Wireless Sensor Networks

In [5] authors proposed an algorithm to locate intruders in WSN. In WSN, sink finds an affected area by calculating inconsistency in data. But all sensor nodes are not intruder in affected area therefore real intruder and some malicious nodes which help intruder by providing wrong information to sink are located by observing routing information or by using encryption and path redundancy methods.

2.3 Decentralized Intrusion Detection in Wireless Sensor Networks

In [6] authors proposed intrusion detection system (IDS) in WSN. In this system some sensor nodes are called monitor node in which IDS functionality is added to locate intruder. IDS in monitor nodes have three phases. First phase is data acquisition in which important data collected from neighbor nodes by monitor node is filtered out. Second phase is Rule Application in which some rules are applied on data to calculate data failure if data is not satisfied on applied rules. Third phase is Intrusion Detection in which number of data failures in present is compared with previous record. If current data failures are high than previous it means intrusion is present. Hence monitor nodes will discard that data.

2.4 Secure data collection in Wireless Sensor Networks using Randomized Dispersive Routes

In [7] authors proposed multi-path routing mechanisms in WSN to provide security by selecting data transmission path randomly for each packet of data. In randomized multi-path routing mechanism source sensor node sets TTL which is a counter value stores maximum number of sensor nodes that would carry packet of data to sink in multi-hop manner. Firstly source node selects its neighbor node randomly to send packet
of data and after transmitting packet will decrement the value of TTL by 1. Then neighbor node do same as source node by selecting its neighbor node randomly and process continues until values of TTL becomes 0. But there is a problem of redundancy, as neighbor nodes are selected randomly therefore there are many chances of selection of previous selected sensor nodes therefore authors have proposed various mechanisms DRP (Directed Random Propagation), NRRP (Non-repetitive Random Propagation), MTRP (Multicast Tree-assisted Random Propagation) to avoid redundancy problem.

2.5 On the security of cluster-based communication protocols for Wireless Sensor Networks

In [8] authors proposed SLEACH protocol to provide security in WSN by improving LEACH [3]. CHs are elected in similar way as in LEACH. But there may be some intruders can be elected as CHs. Therefore to avoid this CHs will have symmetric key to be shared with sink for authentication purposes. Sink will broadcast message to sensor nodes about authenticated CHs. Then sensor nodes will select their CH according to signal strength and further cluster head will send data to sink.

2.6 LEAP: Efficient Security Mechanisms for Large Scale Distributed Sensor Networks

In [9] authors proposed localized encryption and authentication protocol (LEAP) to add security in WSN by introducing four type of keys- individual key which is shared by sensor nodes with sink, pair wise key which is shared between two sensor nodes, cluster key which is shared with all neighbor nodes of sensor node and group key which is shared by all sensor nodes in WSN. This protocol provides different type of keys to reduce key management process and add authentication by using one way key-chain.

2.7 SRDA: Secure Reference-Based Data Aggregation Protocol for Wireless Sensor Networks

In [10] authors proposed SRDA protocol to provide security in cluster based WSN. In this protocol distance between sink and CHs is calculated using deployment information and encryption is applied on data. Authors have also introduced reference based data aggregation technique to reduce data transmission overhead from sensor nodes to CHs by sending only reference data instead of full details. Hence this protocol provides security as well as less communication cost.

2.8 Energy Efficient Security Protocol for Wireless Sensor Networks

In [11] authors introduce Non-blocking Orthogonal Variable Spreading Factor (NOVSF) [12] code hopping technique to provide security in cluster based WSN. In this protocol security is enhanced with key distribution scheme and NOVSF technique where different time slots are allotted to sensor nodes for data transmission to CHs at each round. Sensor nodes first encrypt the data and then set time slot by applying NOVSF code hopping technique. Hence intruder would need more time to find out pattern at each round.

2.9 SEDAN: Secure and efficient data aggregation protocol for Wireless Sensor networks

In [13] authors proposed an efficient protocol SEDAN to provide security as well as enhance energy efficiency in WSN by introducing two-hop pair wise key. In WSN data is transmitted in multi-hop manner by sensor nodes to sink using data aggregation technique. Parent sensor node collects aggregated data from its neighbor child sensor nodes and further sends data to its neighbor sensor node which is grandparent of its child nodes. Hence two-hop pair wise key is shared between only child and grandparent sensor nodes but parent node is not aware of this shared key. With the help of this key verification of sensor nodes is done by sensor nodes itself, thus reduce the load of sink node for verification process which makes protocol energy efficient as packets sent by sink node for verification of sensor nodes are not needed.

2.10 A new scheme of key distribution using implicit security in Wireless sensor networks

In [14] authors proposed a new scheme where sink node distributes the key partitions randomly to each sensor node in WSN. When any user requests for data then sensor nodes which are interested to process request are acknowledged to sink node. After getting acknowledgement sink node computes path key and distributes the path key to interested sensor nodes. Then sensor nodes encrypt data using path key and transmit it to sink node.

2.11 Location-aware key management scheme for wireless sensor networks

In [15] authors proposed structured key-pool random key pre-distribution (SK-RKP) scheme where two type of keys are distributed among sensor nodes. First kind of key is shared by sensor node with its neighbor nodes that belong to same area. Second kind of key is shared by sensor node with its neighbor nodes that belong to different area.

2.12 Efficient tracing of failed nodes in sensor networks

In [16] authors proposed secured protocol to find out malicious sensor node. In this protocol, sensor nodes send the information about their neighbor nodes to sink node. This acknowledges the sink node about the topology of network. Therefore sink node can detect malicious node by applying divide and conquer method to update routing information to sensor nodes.

2.13 Feedback: Towards dynamic behavior and secure routing for wireless sensor networks

In [17] authors proposed feedback based secure routing (FBSR) protocol to provide security in WSN by having feedback about sensor nodes from their neighbor nodes and sink node. In this protocol, a sensor node send data to sink node after deciding
routing path on the basis of feedback containing reliability, residual energy, reputation of other sensor nodes collected from its neighbor nodes.

2.14 An interleaved hop-by-hop authentication scheme for filtering of injected false data in sensor networks

In [18] authors proposed a witness-based scheme where aggregated data is sent to sink node by sensor nodes. In this scheme some sensor nodes are selected as witnesses to monitor sensor node which have aggregated data and that data is sent to sink node along with its witness information. When data is received by sink node it decides whether witness information about sensor node is correct or not by using voting system.

III. PROTOCOL COMPARISON

The papers surveyed have worked on different security mechanisms in WSN. Protocols discussed in above section are compared and presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocols</th>
<th>Data Transmission</th>
<th>Energy Efficiency</th>
<th>Cluster-based Protocol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[2]</td>
<td>Single-hop</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[5]</td>
<td>Multi-hop</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[6]</td>
<td>Multi-hop</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[7]</td>
<td>Multi-hop</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[8]</td>
<td>Single-hop</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[10]</td>
<td>Single-hop</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[12]</td>
<td>Multi-hop</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[13]</td>
<td>Multi-hop</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[14]</td>
<td>Multi-hop</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I. COMPARISON OF SECURITY MECHANISMS IN WSN

IV. CONCLUSION

WSN in different application areas is widely used for continuous monitoring of environment parameters. But in WSN while transmitting data from sensor nodes to sink intruders may attack the data for their own benefits. Therefore this leads an inefficient WSN. In this paper, we presented the various protocols proposed security mechanisms in WSN and we compared these protocols.


